Presents

Technical analysis seminar

Based only and only on Price and 100 % practical approach.
Price is underlying for all technical analysis indicator. It’s frustrating to know all about waves and
candlesticks, MACD, ADX, CCI, Bollinger Bands ,moving averages and hundreds of chart 'patterns'
& not able to make good money..............Why not concentrate only and only on Price from where
these indicators are arrived.
You need only 3 technical indicators to run this business: Support, Resistance and
Trend. That's' it. We keep it simple. Simple makes money.
Top traders NEVER try to predict the market they only manage risk. Most of the elite traders
don't care if the market goes up or down - they make money either way. All top traders do, is
manage their risk and take advantage of the only truths of the market - the ONLY absolute truth
of the market.
All stocks /commodity/currency fluctuate in price. The study, we are focusing on, works on
price and numbers.

What you will Learn
1) W D Gann swing technique
Who doesn’t know W D GANN!!! GANN SWING techniques are used for trend determination.
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determination. Square of 9(to calculate exact turning
price of market)
Gann angel(to identify zones of market—buying and selling zone)
Gann master time price principle(to know the time with respect to anniversary
dates and price with respect to past history)
Gann emblem(to calculate time of tops and bottom of swings)

2) Symmetrical theory
Can market top and bottom be predicted??????A great debate…..But be assured
with symmetrical theory approach, you can predict most of tops and bottoms.
3) Supply and demand theory

Are you interested in having a trade where you riskis1 part and get rewards up to 5 times-10
times and sometime even 20 times…..supply and demand theory has answer for it.
4) Triple screen trading system
A great style of trading system which helps to filter much wrong trade…. Net outcome is
high probability of success.
Be assured with 60%-70 % accuracy in trades, you will be in great profit. 50 % accuracy is sufficient
for Trading For Living. With 30%-35% accuracy you are at par. With our system you will easily get
60%-65 % accuracy

Core Belief
The best trading Methodologies are hybrid in nature combination of various technique. We use
combination of all above theory to take trade decision!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Knowing what to do and doing what you know are completely different things. You
will walk away with strategies that make you accountable to yourself so you have the
self discipline to do what needs to be done.
Practical experience is the most valuable thing you can gain in this industry, which we provide.
Success is anything based on key principles- Instruction, Practice, Guidance. Trading
is no exception. Simply learning from seminar and books is not enough. It’s important to
practice. A coach is essential for success. All of the best professionals have coaches
regardless of their innate talents...
Everyone needs guidance and constructive criticism to be successful from their
coach. Traders are no exception.
Moneymint consultancy’s training program is not about only listening and note taking but also
Constructive Guidance, Input, Feedback, New Application for trading habits--We, @ Moneymint Consultancy, TEACH about success.
We, @ Moneymint Consultancy, TRAIN in success.
We, @ Moneymint Consultancy, COACH to success.

How you will Learn
How to trade in NSE/BSE Cash, Derivatives market; MCX; NCDEX; Currency.
2 Days : Extensive theory knowledge and lots of example to be prepared for live trading.
Are you ready to start making a killing from the market, regardless of whether it's going up
or down?

You could attempt to learn this by trial and error on your own. But we assure you, it will be a
MUCH more costly "education" than the one we are offering you today for a very reasonable
price.

About Speaker

Nilesh Sarda (BE)
Nilesh Sarda, an Engineer, is trader by passion and profession .He has simplified Gann
study for common man. Based on the studies a trader can predict tops and bottoms of
market. He has simplified various mathematical calculations in easy language to interpret.
Specially designed excel sheet for Square of 9, Gann levels, Range, are in ready format to
trade in market. He makes sure, every man who has urge to learn, understands the concepts
in very simple manner.
Every script or commodity has particular orientation for square of 9. And its implication
is explained very well practically in live market. Gann Square of 9, Gann ABCD patterns,
Gann emblem, time projection, Gann angel, Price Overlays, squaring of price and time
methods are explained in very simple language for Indian market in live trading.
Major success includes predicting nifty top of 6300 and bottom 4570, silver top of
72000, Lead bottom of 89, zinc bottom of 89, crude bottom of 4480 are recent predictions
the list goes on!!!!
Apart from all swings, highs and lows of all commodities and equity are predicted
on daily basis on online portal www.moneymint.net & www.valuenotes.com
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Visiting Faculty in management colleges
Column writer for investment Magazine and Online portals
Trained more than 1000 participants to trade in market
Train people with practical approach to trade

